Adult rats equipped with a sensory prosthesis, which transduced infrared (IR) signals into electrical signals delivered to somatosensory cortex (S1), took approximately 4 d to learn a four-choice IR discrimination task. Here, we show that when such IR signals are projected to the primary visual cortex (V1), rats that are pretrained in a visual-discrimination task typically learn the same IR discrimination task on their first day of training. However, without prior training on a visual discrimination task, the learning rates for S1-and V1-implanted animals converged, suggesting there is no intrinsic difference in learning rate between the two areas. We also discovered that animals were able to integrate IR information into the ongoing visual processing stream in V1, performing a visual-IR integration task in which they had to combine IR and visual information. Furthermore, when the IR prosthesis was implanted in S1, rats showed no impairment in their ability to use their whiskers to perform a tactile discrimination task. Instead, in some rats, this ability was actually enhanced. Cumulatively, these findings suggest that cortical sensory neuroprostheses can rapidly augment the representational scope of primary sensory areas, integrating novel sources of information into ongoing processing while incurring minimal loss of native function. Author contributions: E.E.T., I.Z., and M.A.N. designed research; E.E.T., I.Z., W.W., Y.T., C.W., J.P., W.F., and A.G. performed research; E.E.T. and I.Z. analyzed data; E.E.T., I.Z., and M.A.N. wrote the paper.
Introduction
A fundamental goal in neuroscience is to delineate the mechanisms and limits of adult neurobehavioral plasticity. This task is important for both basic neuroscience and modern rehabilitative medicine (Lledo et al. 2006 ). This question was previously addressed using a real-time closed-loop sensory prosthetic system that allowed researchers to investigate how adult mammals responded when information from a completely new source, infrared light (IR), was projected to primary sensory regions (Thomson et al. 2013; Hartmann et al. 2016) . In this cortical neuroprosthesis, the output of four head-mounted IR detectors was coupled to topographically distributed stimulating electrodes chronically implanted in the somatosensory cortex (S1) of adult rats (Thomson et al. 2013; Hartmann et al. 2016) . As with ablation-induced sensory-cortex rewiring in newborns (Frost and Metin, 1985; Sur et al. 1988) , adult rats readily learned to use this new source of information, ultimately performing as well as in corresponding visual discrimination tasks. Similar results were also observed when information from the geomagnetic environment was projected to V1 (Norimoto and Ikegaya, 2015) .
Such initial results with cortical prosthetic systems raised several key questions that we presently address. One, because of the facility with which S1 absorbed information about IR sources, we postulated that different primary sensory areas should display similar levels of sensory plasticity. We advance this thesis based on previous results, but also on anatomic grounds: similar canonical microcircuits are iterated across the neocortical mantle (Haeusler and Maass, 2007; Kouh and Poggio, 2008; Habenschuss et al. 2013; Harris and Shepherd, 2015) . To test this equipotentiality of plasticity hypothesis, we implanted stimulating electrodes in primary visual cortex (V1) of adult rats to measure their ability to use the IR neuroprosthesis and compare this with the performance of animals that used an S1-based prosthesis.
In the original rewiring experiments, performed in newborns, the transformed areas received inputs from only one sensory modality-for instance, rewired A1 received only visual inputs (Sur et al. 1988; von Melchner et al. 2000) . In contrast, in animals using the IR prosthesis, both native and IR information was simultaneously available to the primary sensory area implanted with the prosthesis, and this allowed us to ask additional questions about how the brain handles the simultaneous superposition of multiple sources of information.
For instance, can the brain integrate both information sources simultaneously to perform a multisensory integration task? (Deneve and Pouget, 2004; Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006; Macaluso, 2006; Stein and Stanford, 2008; Klemen and Chambers, 2012) . To examine this question, we developed a visual-IR multisensory integration task, in which animals were presented with multiple visible and IR cues simultaneously, and rats were rewarded only if they ignored distractor visual and IR cues, and selected the stimulus that combined both visible and IR lights. As far as we can tell, no previous sensory prosthetic system has been tested with a behavioral task with such a high degree of difficulty, requiring subjects to integrate information from two qualitatively different sources simultaneously superimposed onto the same cortical area.
Further, when a new source of information is projected to a cortical area, does this have unintended deleterious side effects? There are multiple lines of evidence that intracortical microstimulation (ICMS), by itself, is a powerful inducer of cortical plasticity (Recanzone et al. 1992; Maldonado and Gerstein, 1996; Godde et al. 2002) . However, there is also evidence from monkeys that repeated microstimulation in V1 can impair performance on visual detection tasks (Ni and Maunsell, 2010) . Also, there is evidence from the motor system of monkeys that ICMS can even highjack the cortex, displacing its original function (Griffin et al. 2011) . To directly address the question of how a prosthetic system used in a discrimination task affects the original function of the implanted area, we examined how an S1-implanted prosthesis influenced performance on a whisker-based tactile discrimination task. The results will have potential clinical implications for neuroprosthetic design, as well as more basic implications about the limits of plasticity of a given region of primary sensory cortex.
Materials and Methods

General
All experiments were performed on adult female LongEvans rats (Harlan Sprague Dawley Laboratories), 250 -300 g. All animals were treated humanely to minimize stress, and the Duke University Institutional Animal Care & Use Committee (IACUC) approved all surgical and behavioral methods.
Behavioral methods
Behavior chamber
The majority of behavioral experiments were performed in a cylindrical behavioral chamber (50.8 cm or 20 inches; Fig. 1A) . A button was placed in the center of the chamber that allowed the rats to initiate a trial. In some sessions, the chamber included a mechanical button; because the mechanical button was difficult to learn to use, it was later replaced with an infrared photobeam recessed into the floor. Each chamber contained four ports around its circumference, initially evenly spaced 90˚apart (Fig. 1A) . On the inner surface of each port there was a visible LED and an infrared LED (Opto Semiconductors; 940-nm peak emittance with a range of non-zero emission between 825 and 1000 nm). The IR sources had an angular width at half-maximum of 120°. Each port contained a water spout inside a conical recess that also included an infrared photobeam, allowing us to detect when the rat selected that spout (Fig. 1A, inset) .
Visual discrimination task
In the visual discrimination task, the animal initiated each trial by pressing a button in the center of the behavioral chamber, and then a single visible light was turned on in a single port. The animal received a small amount of water if it selected that port. Otherwise, an error tone sounded and there was a timeout delay (4 -10 s) before the next trial could be initiated. We considered threshold performance to be when an animal reached 85% correct and performed at least 150 trials in a session, at which point the animal was ready to be implanted with stimulating electrodes and learn the IR discrimination task.
A total of 35 rats were trained on the visual discrimination task (21 to compare S1 and V1 learning rates on the basic IR discrimination task, 6 to examine visual-IR integration-3 in S1 and 3 in V1-and 8 to examine how whisker discrimination is influenced by microstimulation in S1).
IR discrimination
Once an animal reached threshold performance on the initial visual discrimination task, we trained them to discriminate single IR light sources in the same behavioral chamber. We first implanted an electrode array into the appropriate area (either S1 or V1, as described under Surgical procedures). After at least a week of healing from surgery, and after determining current thresholds for the four stimulating channels (see Microstimulation), we then trained them on a task that was structurally identical to the initial visual discrimination task. The only difference was that we replaced the visual light with IR light. Each rat was equipped with four IR sensors distributed evenly around the circumference of the animal's head on the horizontal plane (Fig. 1B) . The IR sensors (Lite-On) had a peak spectral sensitivity at a wavelength of 940 m and a 20°width at half of its maximum sensitivity.
After processing (see IR¡Stim transform), information from each sensor was projected to a stimulating channel at a different cortical location. The information was pro- . C, Dorsal view of rat skull showing the placement of the S1 and V1 stimulating electrode arrays. The green and blue zones correspond to the S1 barrel field (S1BF) and V1, respectively, and these areas were reconstructed from (Paxinos and Watson, 2007) . The dark horizontal and vertical reference lines intersect at bregma, and each small square in the grid is 1 mm 2 . D, Transforms from IR levels detected in individual IR detectors to microstimulation frequency in individual stimulating channels. The black line is the original transform used in previous articles, and some animals in the present article. The red line shows the optimized transform (see Methods). E, Design of electrode arrays consisting of two bundles of eight stimulating electrodes placed 2 mm apart (see Methods for more details). F, Flattened cortical slice from animal implanted in V1, stained with cytochrome-oxidase. Inset shows detail of macrovibrissae barrels. Oval at bottom (caudal) shows the location of tissue damage from the V1 implant. Reference line: 1 mm. jected in a topographically natural way: for instance, information from the left sensors was projected to the right cortical hemispheres, and information from the anterior sensor was projected to the anterior region of S1, which represents the rostral whiskers (Hartmann et al. 2016) . A similar pattern was replicated in V1 (Fig. 1B, C) . Note also that surgeries to implant S1 and V1 were randomly interleaved, so as not to introduce bias or trends in the procedures.
During training on the IR-discrimination task, the visual lights were progressively replaced with IR lights. Specifically, they began with a mixture of two types of trials: IR only trials, in which only IR lights were turned on, and IR ϩ vis trials, in which IR light (and ICMS) was shown, followed by visible light, to help animals associate ICMS with reinforced visual light. Specifically, on IR ϩ vis trials, we would turn on the IR light, and then 400 -500 ms later, turn on the visible light, and then 500 ms later, turn off the IR light for the rest of the trial. On their first day of training, the percentage of IR-only trials was 20%, and this increased to 100% by the fifth day of training. All percentage correct values on IR discrimination were based on IR-only trials.
A total of 41 rats were trained on the IR discrimination task (21 used to compare learning rates on the basic IR discrimination task, 6 to look at visual-IR integration, 8 to look at whisker discrimination, and 6 trained in the naive task; these 6 were not pretrained on the visual task). We did not perform a priori power calculations to determine the number of animals to use in the study.
Integrated IR ϩ visual discrimination
In the integrated IR ϩ visual discrimination task, we trained six animals to ignore visual and IR distractors and select the port in which both the IR and visual lights were activated simultaneously. On each trial, each of the four ports was randomly assigned one of four stimulus conditions: none, IR only, visual only, or both IR and visual (see Results). The IR-and visual-only ports were distractors, and the animal received a reward only when it approached the port with both IR and visual lights on.
Naive training
One group of six animals was taught to perform the IR discrimination task without being pretrained in the visual discrimination task. We first placed these naive rats in the behavioral chamber with only a single port placed along its circumference, to familiarize them with the behavioral chamber. Using the single-port setup, the rat was taught to poke a center button to initialize trials and subsequently poke the port to receive a reward. To avoid generating a directional bias in the rats, we randomly selected a position in the chamber's circumference where the port would be placed every session. Once they were familiarized with the chamber (performing 100 trials per session for 3 d), we proceeded to implant them with stimulating electrodes in either S1 or V1. We then trained the rats using only infrared trials (no mixed visual ϩ IR trials as in the standard IR discrimination protocol). The trainer was blind to the implant location: an assistant was in charge of setting a rat in the chamber while the trainer would make adjustments to the stimulation currents during the session. Every day, the order of the animals was randomized, and the software was written so that the trainer could only adjust currents relative to the initial current.
IR¡Stim transform
The IR to microstimulation frequency transform is a step function from IR sensor voltage (which we sometimes refer to as "IR level" or "IR intensity") to microstimulation frequency as shown in Fig. 1D . The original transform, described in Thomson et al. (2013) , was roughly exponential in shape, with 17 step intervals. In the previous article, researchers used this transform to stimulate rats when neuronal activity was not simultaneously recorded. When online recording was introduced during the task to limit bandwidth, the transform was restricted to only seven intervals (Hartmann et al. 2016) .
We used this same transform, but also developed a new optimized transform such that each stimulation frequency would occur with equal probability over the course of a session. To this end, we measured the probability of different voltage values occurring across multiple sessions. We then chose a new transform that would guarantee that each voltage step would occur with equal frequency, thereby increasing the effective information available to the animal on each trial. The voltage steps required to guarantee equal likelihood of occurrence were roughly logarithmically spaced, and we increased the frequency constantly for each step, so the transform from IR level to stimulation frequency is logarithmic, as seen in Fig. 1C . It is important to mention that we used all frequencies, and we observed no harmful effects [we previously have avoided frequencies 20 -100 Hz (Thomson et al. 2013; Hartmann et al. 2016 ) for fear of inducing kindling (Goddard, 1967) ].
Optimizing the sensitivity of IR sensors
IR sensors played a crucial role in the IR prosthetic system. The IR photodetector circuit included a simple voltage divider that let us adjust the sensitivity of the sensor. In practice, changing the resistance by 100 k⍀ decreased the measured output of the IR sensor by ϳ20% at a given IR level. This setup allowed us to scale the sensitivity in each IR sensor independently. In the IR-visual integration task, rats performed the task with their sensitivity set at a high value (resistance set to 475 k⍀) for several days until performance plateaued, usually 75% correct for 5 consecutive days. We then decreased sensitivity in steps, allowing the animal to reach a behavioral plateau at each new sensitivity level. For each rat, the optimum IR sensitivity was selected based on the best performance plateau, calculated over all sensitivity levels tested.
Aperture-width discrimination
We trained eight rats to discriminate the width of a tunnel using only their facial whiskers, a task discussed extensively previously (Krupa et al. 2001 (Krupa et al. , 2004 Wiest et al. 2010 ). More specifically, we trained them to use their whiskers to discriminate the size of a variable-width aperture. Rats were trained to sample the width of a variable-width aperture using their whiskers (Fig. 4) and were rewarded for moving to the left reward port when the aperture was narrow and to the right reward port when the aperture was wide (see Results). Once they reached criterion performance (80% correct) with widths of 54 and 78 mm, we then switched some rats to a multiple width version (with either 12 or 14 widths). For the multiple width task, widths less than 66 mm counted as narrow.
Surgical procedures
Surgeries were performed under ketamine (Ketaset) and xylazine (AnaSed, Akorn Animal Health) anesthetic with 100 mg/kg ketamine and 0.06 mg/kg xylazine. After cleaning the surface of the skull, we placed three to six titanium screws (Antrin Miniature Specialties) into the skull, sealed them in place with Metabond (Parkell), and coated the rest of the cleaned skull surface with Metabond before continuing with the surgery.
We then performed the craniotomy, removed the dura, and implanted electrodes that were built in-house (see Electrode design). The coordinates for S1 were -2.5 mm posterior and 5.5 mm lateral to bregma. The V1 coordinates were -7.45 posterior and 3.25 lateral to bregma, oriented 30.5°relative to the midline (with the anterior portion more lateral; Fig. 1C ). After the electrodes were lowered to the proper depth (1.5 mm in S1, and either 0.8 or 1.3 mm in V1; Results), we sealed the craniotomy with Quick Set dental acrylic (Coltene) and cyanoacrylic (Hobbylinc.com). Locations of electrodes were verified histologically (see below) and physiologically by examining manual responses to whisker deflections (S1) and LED flashes (V1).
Electrophysiology
Electrode design
The stimulating/recording arrays consisted of 32 42-m stainless steel microwires arranged into four groups of eight (see Fig. 1E ; Hartmann et al. 2016) . Microwires were paired, such that each cortical penetration contained two microwires, with the potential for each couple to be used as an anodic/cathodic dyad for microstimulation (see Microstimulation). The pairs were 300 m apart, and this was also the distance between different adjacent wires in the same group. Clusters were 2 mm apart within a hemisphere (Fig. 1E ). All electrodes were designed and built in-house.
Histology
For histologic verification, we used cytochrome oxidase (CO) staining of flattened cortical sections, as described extensively elsewhere (Wong-Riley, 1979; Hartmann et al. 2016) . Briefly, after perfusing the animal with 0.1 M phosphate buffer, we removed subcortical tissue and flattened the cortex overnight in 30% sucrose. After freezing, we sliced the brain at 40 -60 m and collected free-sections in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) and placed them in standard CO reaction solution (Wong-Riley, 1979) . We gently agitated the slices at room temperature for 2-6 h until the sections appeared golden-brown to the eye (Fig. 1F ).
Recording
Single-and multiunit extracellular neurophysiological data were recorded using the Multichannel Acquisition Processor (MAP; Plexon). After collecting data, during offline sorting we selected spike wave form features (principal components, peak amplitude, etc.) that provided optimal separation using Offline Sorter software (Plexon; typically we used the principal components, but sometimes we used other features such as wave form peak or wave form energy). Single-unit quality was determined by separation of the unit from the noise in the 2-or 3-D feature space and the presence of a clear absolute and relative refractory period in the autocorrelogram for the putative unit.
Microstimulation
We stimulated using a four-channel biphasic, chargebalanced microstimulator (Hanson et al. 2012) . Each stimulation pulse consisted of a 100-s pulse from the anodic wire, followed by a 50-s pause, followed by a 100-s pulse in the cathodic wire.
After the animals recovered from surgery, we determined the minimal current threshold for four stimulating channels, one in each location. In awake relaxed animals, we would deliver a 250-Hz train of stimulation for 75 ms, starting with a low current (5 A), and incrementally increased the current amplitude until we visually saw a reaction from the animal (a movement of the head, locomotion, etc.). We also measured neuronal thresholds: we applied 250-Hz trains of stimulation for 75 ms in isoflurane-anesthetized animals and noted the current amplitude at which we observed a response above baseline (the threshold current), and also the amplitude at which the neuronal responses saturated (the saturating current, which is the current above which we did not observe an increase in response).
In practice, we have found that animals learn the task faster when we apply currents well above the threshold for evoking a response, as long as the currents are not aversive to the animal (Hartmann et al. 2016) . Hence, for our initial currents for the prosthesis, we typically started well above the neuronal threshold, at twice the saturating current (typically 50 -90 A). We took it as a sign that a current was aversive if the animal began scratching its face or stopped participating in the task in response to ICMS.
Whisker receptive field mapping
To determine the principal whiskers that evoked activity in an S1 unit, we recorded in lightly anesthetized (isoflurane) animals while stimulating individual whiskers with a hand-held probe or air puff and logged the whiskers that evoked a noticeable change in the baseline response on an audio monitor. Note that the goal was to quickly determine which whiskers needed to be trimmed during the whisker discrimination task, not to construct detailed quantitative receptive field maps, so we used this relatively coarse method to minimize the animals' time under general anesthesia.
Analysis
Stimulus population vector
To compactly represent the set of four microstimulation bursts delivered to the brain at a given time, we employed a stimulus population vector, which is based on population vector representations of movement from the motor control literature (Georgopoulos et al. 1986 ). Briefly, it provides an intuitive geometric 2-D representation of the full stimulus being delivered to the four cortical locations at a given time. For instance, if the two anterior stimulating channels are maximally activated, then the population vector points to the front. If the two left channels are active, it will point to the left, etc. Mathematically the stimulus population vector at time t, s(t) is defined as
where f i (t) is the microstimulation frequency in channel i, and v i is a vector that points in the direction of IR channel i on the rat's head (for instance, v 1 ϭ Ͻ1,1Ͼ: see Fig. 1B ). For more discussion of the stimulus population vector, see Results and Fig. 3 . For a more extensive introduction, see (Hartmann et al. 2016) .
Psychometric curve fitting
For the aperture-width discrimination task in which 12 or 14 widths were presented, we fit the behavioral data to a Weibull function: a saturating exponential function with four free parameters. We used Matlab to fit our behavioral data, in the least squares sense, to the following:
where min is the minimum value, max is the maximum value, k is the shape parameter, and is the scale parameter. This is the standard Weibull curve modified to be constrained to have a minimum and maximum value (it typically varies between zero and one).
Statistics
The different effect size calculations for Table 1 depend on the statistic used as described in detail in Cohen (1988) (Thompson, 2006; Faul et al. 2007; Olivier and Bell, 2013) . For t tests, we used Cohen's d (Cohen, 1988; Faul et al. 2007) . For ANOVA measures, we used Cohen's f, first calculating 2 as the ratio of variance explained SS effect / SS total (Thompson, 2006) and then using the standard conversion to f (Cohen, 1988; Thompson, 2006) :
Similarly, for regression analysis (which used an F test for significance), we defined the effect using the same measure, but with the regression coefficient r taking the place of (Cohen, 1992; Faul et al. 2007 ). For chi-squared tests, we used Cohen's statistic (Cohen, 1992; Faul et al. 2007; Olivier and Bell, 2013) :
where p ei is the expected frequency of observations, under the null hypothesis, to fall in group i, and p oi is the 
Results
To examine the ability of primary visual cortex (V1) to absorb a new and otherwise invisible source of electromagnetic signals, we used ICMS to deliver information generated by IR sources directly to V1. Rats first learned to discriminate visual cues in a circular behavioral chamber with four light sources (see Methods; Fig. 1A ). We then implanted them with an IR prosthesis and trained them on an IR discrimination task in which they had to correctly identify which of four ports in the behavioral chamber had an active IR source (Fig. 1A) .
Infrared information was coupled to V1 via four IR sensors that were arranged around the circumference of the rat's head, so they were able to perceive a full 360°view of the circular arena (see Methods; Fig. 1B) . We implanted stimulating electrodes bilaterally in V1 and projected information from IR sensors to the cortex in a topographically natural manner, such that the information from the left IR environment was projected to the V1 of the right hemisphere (see Methods; Fig. 1B ; Hartmann et al. 2016) .
Surprisingly, when IR information was delivered to V1, rats learned to discriminate IR sources extremely quickly, often within their first day of training (Fig. 2A) . This was the case in four of six rats. Quantitatively, the V1-implanted animals surpassed 85% correct in the IR discrimination task in 1.3 Ϯ 0.2 d of training (n ϭ 6 animals). This is significantly faster than S1-implanted animals, who took 3.8 Ϯ 0.4 d to surpass 85% correct (n ϭ 15 rats; p ϭ 0.003; two-tailed t test; Fig. 2B ). Note that we have significantly more S1-implanted animals because we were able to include data from eight animals from a previous study (Hartmann et al. 2016 ). For comparison, Fig. 2C shows A, Learning curve for IR-discrimination task using V1 (n ϭ 6 animals). Note animals typically surpassed criterion (85% correct) within the first day. B, Direct comparison of learning curve for the same task with V1 implants (blue) and S1 implants (green; n ϭ 15 for S1 implants). C, Same information as in B, but with learning curve superimposed when an animal has just a single IR sensor on its head (single-sensor learning data are from a previous study [Thomson et al. 2013] ; n ϭ 4 animals). D, Trial-based moving average analysis of performance in IR discrimination task. The curve shows percentage correct as a function of trial number (moving average of 20 trials) from same data shown in A. E, Same analysis as in C, but with S1-implanted animals shown in green for direct comparison. F, Performance in IR-discrimination task as a function of angle between the ports (see Fig. 1A ). Includes data from V1 and S1 implanted animals with four IR sensors, as well as data from S1-implanted animals with a single IR sensor for comparison (blue, green, and red lines respectively with mean Ϯ SEM percentage correct). G, Performance of naive V1-and S1-implanted animals (mean Ϯ SEM percentage correct), that were not pretrained on a visual discrimination task (solid lines). Data from S1-implanted animals that were pretrained on a visual discrimination task are included for comparison. There is no significant difference, among any of the three groups, in the number of sessions it takes to reach 85% correct in the task (p Ͼ 0.05, two-tailed t test).
the learning curve when information from a single IR sensor was projected to S1 (data are from a previous study, Thomson et al. 2013) . In this case, animals took on average 22.3 Ϯ 7.6 d to reach 85% correct on the task.
Because the V1-implanted animals were clearly learning to perform the IR-discrimination task within the first session, we examined how many trials it took them to learn the task, using a 20-trial moving average (Fig. 2D) . When IR information was delivered to V1, it took them on average 26.0 Ϯ 4.0 IR-only trials to reach 85% correct, versus 138.6 Ϯ 21.1 IR-only trials when projected to S1 (Fig. 2E) , a significant difference (p ϭ 0.0047, two-tailed t test). During training, such IR-only trials were interleaved with mixed trials in which IR light was followed by visible light, to facilitate learning the association between IR light and reward (see Methods). The total number of trials (both IR-only and mixed) required to learn the task was 174.33 Ϯ 22 for V1-implanted animals and 600.2 Ϯ 67 for S1-implanted animals, a significant difference (p Ͻ 0.001; two-tailed t test).
To examine the spatial acuity of the animals' ability to discriminate IR lights, once they were above criterion at the initial task, we varied the angle between the ports (Fig. 1A) . When the ports are placed closer together (i.e., is decreased), task difficulty is increased because multiple IR lights can activate the same IR sensor, thereby generating ambiguity in the stimulus. We found that performance in the task decreased as ports were moved together from 90˚down to 30˚, which is the closest we could physically move the ports together in our setup (Fig.  2F) . The decrease was small but statistically significant (p ϭ 0.0015; ANOVA). Their performance as a function of angle was not significantly different from when implants were in S1 (p ϭ 0.619; two-way ANOVA).
As a control, we then tested whether V1-stimulated animals learned to discriminate IR sources faster because they were pretrained in a visual discrimination task that was structurally identical to the subsequent IR discrimination task. That is, did the V1 animals learn faster because they were already using V1 for a visual task, so their learning generalized more quickly when microstimulation was applied to V1 (perhaps because they were already attending to V1)? To test this, we trained six animals on the IR discrimination task that had no pretraining on a visual discrimination task, three implanted in V1 and three in S1. The trainer was blind to the location of implant (see Methods). The hypothesis was that if the V1-implanted animals learned faster because of visual pretraining, then when they did not undergo such training, their performance should converge on that observed in the S1-stimulated animals. As can be seen in Fig. 2G , this is exactly what we observed. The naive V1-implanted animals took 4.0 Ϯ 0.57 d to learn the IR discrimination task, which was not significantly different from the S1-implanted animals pretrained on a visual task, who took 3.8 Ϯ 0.4 d (p ϭ 0.85; two-tailed t test). The naive S1-implanted animals took 4.33 Ϯ 0.33 d to learn the task, which was also not significantly different from the naive V1 animals (p ϭ 0.64, two-tailed t test).
Response to microstimulation in V1
To help understand how the brain is processing this new source of sensory information, we recorded from V1 neurons in animals that performed well above criterion at the task (16 sessions in four animals), using methods discussed extensively elsewhere (Hartmann et al. 2016 ). Recording during the task required that we change the stimulation protocol. Namely, instead of continuously updating the stimulating frequency every 50 ms, which produces continuous stimulus artifact, during recording we would stimulate the brain intermittently. That is, every 140 ms we would sample the IR levels, and stimulate for just 75 ms based on those levels, and then for the rest of that 140-ms period we would turn off the microstimulators, to allow for an artifact-free epoch for recording the neuronal response during that stimulus cycle.
To visualize the neuronal response to the distributed IR stimulus, we compactly represented the IR-based microstimulation patterns using a stimulus population vector [see Methods; Fig. 3A , B shows how such vectors are constructed; see also Hartmann et al. (2016) ]. This vector provides a compact geometric 2-D representation of the full set of four 75-ms ICMS bursts delivered to the cortex at a given time. For instance, if the two anterior stimulating channels are maximally activated, then the population vector points to the front. If the two left channels are active, it will point to the left, and so on. Fig. 3C shows the set of all population vectors delivered during one session in a V1-implanted rat. To show how the stimulus changed over time, contiguous stimuli within a trial are connected by a line, and later stimuli are indicated by darker circles in the figure. In a typical trial, the stimulating population vector started near the origin at the center of the graph, meaning that the microstimulating electrodes have very low levels of activation, and moved to the top (meaning that the two anterior microstimulating electrodes were activated). The mean of the first and last three stimulus population vectors are overlaid in red, showing that this trend of starting near the origin and moving anterior is representative.
We used peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) to quantify the mean responses of V1 neurons to ICMS during the IR-discrimination task. Four representative PSTHs depicting the response of V1 neurons to microstimulation during the IR task are shown in Fig. 3D . These PSTHs display the mean neuronal response to the first and last three microstimulation bursts in a trial, averaged over all trials in a session. Note that during the time of microstimulation, the PSTH is zero because of ICMS-induced stimulus artifact, so each PSTH shows responses to microstimulation after this brief artifact period. There is a gap between the first and last three ICMS bursts to indicate that there were a variable number of substimuli on each trial.
Although they are useful portraits, such PSTHs provide a limited description of the full range of neuronal responses to ICMS as animals perform the IR discrimination task: the first and last three stimuli are incomplete samples of the full space of stimuli delivered to the brain during the task. To give a more complete picture of neuronal response, we used the IR receptive field (IR-RF), which measures the mean spike count as a function of stimulus population vector, with the count calculated for all population vectors delivered during a session. Fig. 3D shows the IR-RFs for four neurons, adjacent to their PSTHs. For instance, unit 28 preferred IR stimuli that were presented to the left of the animal. This explains why its firing responses to the first and last three stimuli, shown in the PSTH, were relatively small. This lateralization of IR-RF centers was typical in V1, as can be seen in Fig. 3E , which shows a contour plot depicting the distribution of IR-RF peaks for all 240 V1 units recorded in this study. There was a pronounced trend for these V1 IR-RF peaks to be lateralized to the left and right sides. This is more clearly demonstrated by the polar count histogram of receptive field peak angular location in Fig. 3F . This is in sharp contrast to what was previously observed in S1, in which the IR-RF centers tended to closely match the stimulus statistics: that is, the S1 neurons had a strong preference for stimuli in the anteromedial sector of the stimulus space, as shown in Figs. 3G and 3H, which are reproduced from previous data (Hartmann et al. 2016) .
Although previous research demonstrated the existence of a highly significant 2D correlation between IR-RF peak location and stimulus location in S1 (Hartmann et al. 2016) , in V1 there was no such match between IR-RF peak and stimulus location: the 2-D correlation between IR stimulus distribution (the set of all stimulus population vectors) and IR-RF center was weak and not significant ( ϭ -0.03; p ϭ 0.7; F test).
Integration of visual and IR information in V1
When using the IR prosthesis, both native (visual) and novel (IR) information streams were projected to the same primary sensory area. To determine whether rats could learn to simultaneously integrate visual and IR information within V1, we trained them on a visual-IR integration task. During this task, we presented multiple visual and IR lights in the behavior chamber simultaneously. To receive a reward, rats had to select the single port in which both visible and IR lights were active (see Methods). On each trial, four stimuli were presented in the standard cylindrical behavioral chamber (Fig. 4A ): in the target port, both the visual and IR lights were activated simultaneously. In another, a visual distractor light was turned on, while a third port contained an IR distractor light. The fourth port showed neither light. The location of each of these ports was selected randomly on each trial.
In preliminary testing, one cohort of three animals had trouble learning this task with high accuracy, often going to the first port that they noticed with an IR light activated. This seemed to be partly because they were being overstimulated in the relatively small chamber in which they were initially trained. To test this hypothesis, we trained a second cohort of three animals in a larger-diameter behavior chamber (20-inch or ϳ0.5-m diameter), and significantly decreased the sensitivity of the IR sensors, so when a trial was initiated in the middle of the chamber, the IR sensors were not as likely to trigger ICMS at the start of the trial. Further, we optimized the transform from IR sensor output to ICMS frequency so that no frequencies were oversampled (see Methods; Fig. 1D ).
After such optimizations were in place, animals readily learned to perform the visual-IR integration task, reaching 85% correct within 3.67 Ϯ 0.67 sessions (n ϭ 3 animals; Fig. 4B ). Despite this performance, we noticed that some of the animals tended to make more errors toward the IR or visual distractor and hypothesized that they might be biased by microstimulation frequency. Hence, we systematically varied the maximum frequency of stimulation until we found the frequency that optimized percentage correct in the task (see Methods). Before frequency optimization, the best performance over five sessions was 82.7 Ϯ 1.0%, and after optimizing frequency, the best performance over five sessions was 93.5 Ϯ 1.4% (Fig. 4C) . During initial training, we stimulated at a maximum frequency of 300 Hz and found that the optimal frequency, that minimized errors, was 133 Ϯ 33 Hz.
We next tested the hypothesis that processing both IR and visual inputs in V1 would interfere with performance of the visual-IR integration task. In particular, we implanted a group of three animals with stimulating electrodes in S1 and trained them in the visual-IR integration task. In these animals, the IR information would be processed in S1, while the visual information would go to V1, so direct sensory interference between the two types of information would not occur. Yet, animals would still have to directly compare both sources of sensory information-IR light coming through S1 and visible light through V1-to solve the task properly. Hence, if the S1-implanted animals performed better on the visual-IR integration task, this would provide an indirect measure of sensory interference within V1 during the sensory integration task, while any residual errors could be interpreted as a measure of intrinsic task difficulty. Note that only a fraction of this set is actually presented in a given behavioral session. See text for more details. D, Neuronal data from four representative units. PSTHs show mean response to first three and last three microstimulation pulses, averaged over all trials in the session (note there are different axis limits for the different PSTHs). Associated with each PSTH is an IR-RF, a contour plot that shows the mean number of spikes in response to each stimulus population vector, with hot colors representing high firing rates. E, Distribution of all 240 IR-RF centers from all units recorded: note they tend to concentrate at the two medial corners of the stimulus space, although these are fairly rare events (C). F, Polar count histogram illustrates the medial, rather than anterior, concentration of IR-RF angular distribution. G, H, Same as E and F, but from data from S1 from a previous study (Hartmann et al. 2016) . Note the anterior distribution of the IR-RF centers, much closer to the distribution of the stimuli. Surprisingly, the S1-implanted animals reached 85% correct within 3.67 Ϯ 0.88 sessions (Fig. 4C) , which was not significantly different from the V1-implanted animals (p Ͼ 0.5, two-tailed t test). When we analyzed the results by trial, we saw similar results (Fig. 4D) . The S1-implanted animals reached 85% correct within 139 Ϯ 51 trials, and the V1 implanted animals reached 85% correct within 103 Ϯ 45 trials, and these learning rates were not statistically different (p ϭ 0.626; two-tailed t test). These results suggest that ICMS in V1 does not appreciably impair the ability of V1 to process incoming visual stimuli while simultaneously receiving native visual information. Moreover, it demonstrates that rats can combine invisible (IR) and visible light, delivered to two different primary cortical areas (S1 and V1), as efficiently as when both sensory signals converge in their V1, to solve this difficult sensory integration task.
Effect of prosthesis use on native tactile processing
In a final set of experiments, we further explored the consequences, for the native sensory modality, of projecting new information to a primary sensory area. Previous research has suggested that sensory prosthetic systems that employ ICMS might compromise the original function of the cortical region to which information is projected (Ni and Maunsell, 2010) . Here, we measured whether rats in which IR information was projected to the whisker representation in S1 showed any decline in their ability to perform a whisker-dependent tactile discrimination task. Toward this end, we trained animals in two behavioral tasks each day: the stimulation-based IR discrimination task and a whisker-dependent aperture-width discrimination task (see Methods; Fig. 5A ; Krupa et al. 2001 Krupa et al. , 2004 Thomson et al. 2014) .
Briefly, in the aperture-width discrimination task, a variable-width aperture is moved to one of two widths (54 or 78 mm), and after sampling the aperture with its large facial whiskers, the rat must select the correct associated reward port to receive reward (Fig. 5A) . We trained eight rats on this two-width discrimination task, and trained six of these rats on a multiwidth version of the task in which we randomly selected from more than just two widths (either 12 or 14). Widths Ͼ66 mm were considered wide, and those narrower than 66 mm were considered narrow. This allowed us to measure the bias (preference for one width over another), sensitivity (maximum slope of the Fig. 1A , four stimuli are randomly assigned to the ports. The target stimulus is the one with both visual and IR lights on. The IR distractor has only an IR light on, the visual distractor only a visual light, and there is one port with no light activated. B, Learning curve from three animals trained on the visual-IR integration task (implants in V1). The discontinuous right portion of the curve shows the last four sessions using an optimized frequency (see text). C, Comparison of learning curves between V1-and S1-implanted rats in the visual-IR integration task (n ϭ 3 animals for each group). D, Same data as in C, but with trial-based moving average (moving window average taken with 20 trials). psychometric curve), and standard overall percentage correct on the task over the full range of widths presented (Fig. 5B, C) .
Once rats were trained on the two tasks, we implanted them with stimulating electrodes in S1 as before. We trained four rats to perform stimulation-based IR discrimination (the stimulated group) and four to perform the equivalent visual discrimination task as described above (the control group). This allowed us to track tactile discrimination performance in the two groups, each performing two similar tasks a day, with only one group receiving microstimulation in S1. Fig. 5D shows the raw performance (percentage correct) in the multiwidth discrimination task in three key phases, in both the stimulated and control groups. The first, baseline, phase shows the percentage correct in both groups on the initial four-choice visual discrimination task, before any S1 microstimulation. The second, stimulation, phase shows performance on the aperture-width discrimination task after the stimulated group began training on the IR discrimination task. The third and final whisker clip phase was when all whiskers, except those corresponding to the barrels being stimulated, were clipped on each side of the face. It is important to note that at each phase, each rat was performing two tasks each day: the whisker discrimination task and either the IR discrimination task (stimulated group) or visual discrimination task (control group). Fig. 5D plots their performance only in the aperture-width discrimination task.
The third, whisker clipping, phase was crucial because it is known that rats can perform the aperture-width discrimination task above chance with just one whisker remaining on each side of the face (Krupa et al. 2001) . Hence, to control for the possibility that the stimulated Figure 5 . Effects of S1 prosthesis on whisker discrimination. A, Aperture-width discrimination task. After the movable bars making up aperture move to the desired position, the rat enters the stimulus chamber, sweeps its whiskers across the aperture (movable bars controlled by the computer), and activates the central nose poke (CNP). The animal then retreats into the stimulus chamber and pokes in the right or left reward port depending on the aperture width. B, Psychometric curve from a single session in the 14-width aperture-width discrimination task. The points are the mean proportion of left responses at each width; the red line is the best minimum least-squares fit to the points, fitted using a Weibull function. C, As in B, but in an animal with worse performance (lower maximum slope of the curve and lower peak performance at each end of the spectrum). D, Performance of stimulated and matched control animal in the whisker discrimination task during different stages of the experiment. Before stimulation (Baseline), while learning the IR discrimination task via ICMS (Stimulation), and after whiskers were clipped (Clipped). See text for details. E, Mean Ϯ SEM change in performance after the two transitions illustrated in D. ⌬Stim, transition from baseline to stimulation; ⌬Clip, transition from normal stimulation to stimulation with whiskers clipped. This analysis is restricted only to 54/78-mm widths, and includes eight animals (four stimulated/four control for the ⌬stim transition) and seven animals (four stimulated/three control) for the ⌬clip transition (one control animal stopped performing the task after whisker clipping). F, Same as E, but for the full multiple-aperture with discrimination task (either 12 or 14 widths). This includes six animals for the first transition and five animals for the second (as before, one control animal stopped behaving after whisker clipping). Percentage correct is calculated as the integral under the best Weibull fit to the psychometric curve (see Methods). G, Change in behavioral sensitivity, or the measure of the maximum slope of the best fit curves to the psychometric data, with each transition in the task. Lower slope means less behavioral sensitivity. group could perform the task using the whiskers that were outside of the region being stimulated in S1, we clipped all of the facial whiskers that did not correspond to barrels that were stimulated by the prosthesis (stimulated group) or simply whiskers outside of the region of the implant (control group). After determining the whiskers that evoked activity at the site of S1 stimulation, we clipped the remaining whiskers on the face of the rat. This meant we clipped ϳ20 whiskers, leaving only eight whiskers on each side of the face.
To determine whether ICMS, or trimming whiskers, altered the performance of the stimulated relative to control animals in the aperture-width discrimination task, we performed a 2 ϫ 2 ANOVA [factor 1: animal group (control/ stimulated); factor 2: treatment (stimulation/whisker clipping)]. Crucially, there was no significant difference in performance change between the two groups of animals using any of the measures, but there was a significant effect of treatment using each measure (␣ ϭ 0.05: Figs. 5E-G; Table 1 ).
For instance, Fig. 5E shows the mean response change for all animals in the 54 vs. 78 whisker discrimination task, both when they were switched from the baseline to the stimulation phase (⌬Stim) and when they were switched from the stimulation phase to the whisker clip phase (⌬Clip). Fig. 5F shows a similar plot, but for percentage correct calculated using data from the multiwidth version of the task. Fig. 5G examines changes in sensitivity (the slope of the psychometric curve). Using all of these measures, there was no significant difference between groups. This suggests that microstimulation did not appreciably impair the ability of the stimulated rats to use their whiskers in the aperture-width discrimination task.
However, there were significant effects of treatment in each case (Table 1) . Because the changes were similar in the two groups between phases of the task, to examine the sources of the differences we lumped the data from the stimulated and control groups together and looked for potential effects of each change in condition in a post hoc analysis. Surprisingly, percentage correct actually increased between baseline and stimulation phases, suggesting an effect of continued learning (Fig. 5E, F) . This was significant in the eight animals trained on the twowidth task (p ϭ 0.01; two-tailed t test), but not significant in the multiwidth task (p ϭ 0.153). Not surprisingly, the performance drop was significant after whisker clipping (p ϭ 0.001 for the 54/78 task; p ϭ 0.009 for the multiwidth task; two-tailed t test). The animals' sensitivity increased during the stimulation period (a significant change: p ϭ 0.01; two-tailed t test), and dropped after whisker clipping, although this drop was not significant (p ϭ 0.34). Surprisingly, using all of these measures, the performance drop after whisker clipping was actually less for the stimulated group (Fig. 5E-G ), but this trend was not significant (␣ ϭ 0.05).
We next examined neuronal activity in S1 during performance of the aperture-width discrimination task in the stimulated and control groups. It is known that S1 neurons in animals trained to use S1 in an ICMS-based IR discrimination task maintain their ability to respond to whisker deflection outside of a task context (Thomson et al. 2013; Hartmann et al. 2016) . Here, we recorded from populations of S1 neurons as two stimulated and two control animals performed the two-width aperture-width discrimination task. Fig. 6A , B shows sample PSTHs and the set of all PSTHs from all 104 S1 single units from the control animals, respectively. Fig. 6C , D shows the same for the 117 S1 units in the stimulated animals.
Overall 87% of neurons in the control group and 86% of those in the stimulated group displayed a significant response at some point in the trial. However, there were some quantitative differences in the two groups of animals. As has been reported extensively before, S1 neuronal activity during the aperture-width discrimination task can be analyzed in different time epochs around the instant of whisker contact with the port edges (Krupa et al. 2004; Pais-Vieira et al. 2013; Thomson et al. 2014) . For instance, anticipatory activity in S1 has been commonly observed during the 400 ms that precedes the contact between the whiskers and the aperture (Krupa et al. 2004; Wiest et al. 2010; Pais-Vieira et al. 2013) . We observed such anticipatory activity here as well, and the proportion of neurons showing such responses was larger in the stimulated group (0.71) than the control group (0.51; p ϭ 0.009; chi-squared test for proportions). Further, the proportion of neurons responding to whisker deflections in the stimulus epoch (the period 350 ms after whisker contact with the aperture) was larger in the stimulated group than the control group (0.84 vs. 0.73), although this difference was not statistically significant (p ϭ 0.053; chisquared test).
Discussion
We demonstrated that primary sensory areas in adult rats exhibit a noteworthy ability to absorb novel sources of information without compromising preexisting sensory function. It seems that primary cortical sensory areas in mammals can rapidly integrate two independent sensory streams while exhibiting very little large-scale interference. As was pointed out previously (Hartmann et al. 2016) , the fact that the novel information source was IR light was arbitrary; other information sources, such as X-rays or microwave radiation, could be used if an appropriate portable sensor were available.
Comparative analysis: accelerated learning with area-specific pretraining
This study is a first step in a comparative neuronal, behavioral, and functional analysis of the absorption of novel sources of sensory information in multiple primary sensory areas (Yang and Zador, 2012) . Based on the anatomic and functional similarities in different sensory areas (Miller, 2016) , and the fact that diverse areas can so readily acquire new functions in juveniles (Sur et al. 1988 ), we expected both V1 and S1 to exhibit the same properties when presented with IR information. This is the result we observed, as rats implanted with S1 and V1 prosthetic devices both learned at the same rate (Fig. 2F) . However, when pretrained on a structurally similar visual discrimination task, significant differences emerged between the two populations: the V1-implanted animals learned the task significantly faster than those implanted in S1 (Fig. 2) . Typically, after pretraining on a visual discrimination task, V1-implanted rats learned the corresponding IR discrimination task during their first day of training, several days and hundreds of trials ahead of their S1-implanted counterparts.
When this visual pretraining was removed, this difference in learning rates between S1 and V1 learning rates disappeared (Fig. 2F) , suggesting that there is no intrinsic difference in learning rates between the two populations. Cumulatively, these data support our initial hypothesis that there is an equipotentiality of plasticity across adult primary sensory areas: they are equally capable of absorbing a new source of distal sensory information and using it to perform a sensory discrimination task.
However, when pretrained on a structurally similar task that relies on a particular primary cortical area, there was a much more rapid transfer of learning when the new information was projected to that same primary cortical area ( Fig. 2A, E) . This suggests there exists a form of metaplasticity, in which the V1-implanted animals have learned to learn the task, transferring their earlier training to the new task. Such phenomena have been observed in the whisker system (Harris et al. 1999) and in cross-modal learning transfer (Over and Mackintosh, 1969) . We do not yet know the underlying reason for this rapid transfer of learning, but speculate that during the visual task attention is already directed to V1, so the process of extracting and using the information from the prosthesis is facilitated in the V1-implanted animals. One way to test this hypothesis would be to pretrain the animals on a structurally . Neuronal responses during the aperture-discrimination task. A, Four example PSTHs during the aperture-width discrimination task described in Fig. 5A , from control animals that were not stimulated. Bin widths are 50 ms. Reference lines show mean Ϯ SD during the baseline period (the period before -400 ms). Time 0 is the time of stimulus onset, when the whiskers contact the aperture. B, Set of all 104 PSTHs from two control animals. d, door opens to start trial; s, stimulus onset (whiskers contact aperture); t, tone sounds indicating rat has reached end of stimulus chamber. Spike counts in B are calculated by subtracting the mean spike count during the baseline period. PSTHs below the gray line are those for which there was no significant response. C, D, Same as A and B but for the stimulated animals (n ϭ 117 neurons). E, Mean Ϯ SEM PSTH for all neurons for control (red) and stimulated (black) groups.
similar tactile discrimination task and see whether the S1-implanted animals learn the IR-discrimination task faster than the V1-implanted animals. Originally, it seemed a natural hypothesis that the V1-implanted animals learned faster because V1 is simply a more natural home for IR information: IR light is a distal electromagnetic cue, which V1 already processes, so there is no need to adapt new behavioral strategies for processing information as there is in S1. However, the fact that S1 and V1 learning rates converge when the animals are not pretrained on a visual discrimination task suggests there is no such intrinsic preference for IR information in V1 compared with S1.
Multimodal integration within and across primary sensory areas
With the visual-IR integration task used in this study, information from both the visual and IR modalities had to be integrated and compared for rats to successfully complete a trial. If the animal solely focused on one type of information, they would incorrectly approach a distractor port (Fig. 3A) . This is typically what happened at first, but within four sessions, subjects learned to approach the correct port (Fig. 3B) . In the future, we will merge such multimodal stimuli in different combinations and intensities to more thoroughly quantify how animals integrate IR and visual information, in particular to measure how closely they approach the theoretical Bayesian optimum, as when variability is added to one of the cues, making it less reliable than the other (Deneve and Pouget, 2004; Dadarlat et al. 2015) .
Surprisingly, there was no significant difference in performance in the visual-IR integration task when the IR information was projected to S1 or V1 (Fig. 3C) . We had expected the S1-implanted animals to learn faster because there would be no intra-area sensory interference between the visual and IR modalities. Instead, our findings suggest that it may not matter whether the two information sources are projected to the same or different cortical areas.
The limits of such multimodal sensory augmentation are unknown. How many different types of information can be projected to one sensory area before the animal becomes confused? This question could have direct clinical relevance: in designing closed-loop feedback systems for artificial limbs, researchers aim to provide subjects with multiple types of sensory information, such as temperature, pressure, and proprioception (Donati et al. 2016 ). Hence, it will be important to determine the practical limits of augmented brain function.
Conservation of native sensory function
It has been shown that when IR information is projected to the whisker region of S1, S1 neurons still show robust response to whisker deflections (Thomson et al. 2013; Hartmann et al. 2016 ). However, it was not known whether this cortical sensory neuroprosthesis would impair the native sensory function of the target cortical area. Would S1 become effectively hijacked by ICMS, and less capable of processing tactile information (Griffin et al. 2011) ? There is evidence from monkeys that learning to perform ICMSbased threshold detection tasks in V1 impairs performance on visual detection tasks (Ni and Maunsell, 2010) . Contrary to such findings, when we trained rats with the ICMS-based prosthesis on a whisker-based tactile discrimination task, we found no decline in the animals' tactile discrimination (Fig. 5) . Therefore, our results suggest that projecting novel sensory information to a primary sensory cortical area does not necessarily compromise the ability of the animal to use that area for sensory discrimination.
There are multiple differences between our paradigm and those in the previous study that could explain the different results. The previous research used a detection task in fixated, head-fixed animals and purposely limited the cue to a small region of visual space (Ni and Maunsell, 2010) . By comparison, we used a discrimination task in which freely moving animals swept multiple whiskers across the target stimulus: this stimulus is known to activate a broadly distributed population of neurons across the trigeminal system (Krupa et al. 2004; Ferezou et al. 2006; Pais-Vieira et al. 2013 . Similarly, the IR prosthesis was used by freely moving animals, with information distributed to four locations, in animals trained to forage for IR information in their environment over extended time scales, rather than a single 250-ms microstimulation train localized to a single location, as in the previous study (Ni and Maunsell, 2010) . Finally, detection and discrimination tasks are quite different tasks, likely recruiting different underlying brain states optimized to their particular goal (Sherman, 2001) . For instance, when performing a detection task, neurons in the cortex and thalamus may tend to fire in bursts, which is optimal for indicating that an event has occurred, but not for tracking its fine-grained features. When in discrimination mode, thalamic neurons exhibit more tonic background firing rates, and may track features of the environment at a finer grain and respond with lower magnitudes than in detection mode (Fanselow and Nicolelis, 1999; Adibi and Arabzadeh, 2011; Ollerenshaw et al. 2014) .
Overall, although ICMS use may selectively increase localized detection thresholds (Ni and Maunsell, 2010) , this does not mean that it harms performance in discrimination tasks in freely moving animals actively extracting sensory information from their environment.
In conclusion, our findings demonstrate that the mammalian brain remains extremely sensitive to the statistical structure of the inputs it receives throughout adulthood. This has long been clear from studies of newborns (Frost and Metin, 1985; Sur et al. 1988 ) and deafferented adults (Kaas et al. 1983; Kossut et al. 1988; Nicolelis et al. 1993 ). The current study shows that it is possible to superimpose, without any deafferentation, multiple streams of information simultaneously onto the same primary cortical area, whether it be S1 or V1. In this context, the present study strongly suggests that the upper limits of plasticity of a primary sensory cortical area, as well as its ability to adaptively absorb and use multiple sources of information, are much greater than previously anticipated. This is auspicious for the development of sensory cortical prosthetic systems, in particular those that might require the use of sensory
